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The product that I have chosen to compare adverts on is ‘ Cadbury’s Dairy

Milk Chocolate’.  I  will  be comparing a TV advert and a print advert.  I  am

doing Cadbury’s chocolate because it is my favourite type of chocolate also

their  adverts  are funny and they stick in your head. They started selling

chocolate in 1897 and have since then sold over 300 million chocolate bars

in the UK alone. My immediate impression of the adverts were that they both

include  bright  colours  in  which  catch  your  eye;  therefore  you  will  be

interested to see what is being advertised. 

Another aspect of both adverts is that they both advertise the ‘ nutritional’

aspect of the chocolate bar; this is the 1? glasses of milk logo that everyone

knows as it is on the wrapper. As a child, if you saw it you would think that it

is healthy because it has milk in it so you would ask your parents to buy it for

you. The differences would be the colours; the print advert is orange and

black which isn’t usually associated with Cadbury’s were as the TV advert

includes a lot of purple which is the main colour that people associate with

Cadbury’s therefore more people might buy more chocolate. 

The connotation of the colour purple is a warm colour. A difference between

the two adverts is that the TV advert is shown on TV all through the day so

that people of all will be able to see it. Most families have at least one TV in

their house so this way thousands of people could see the advert at once.

This is an advantage for the Cadbury’s company as they will get more sales

of their product purely because they created an advert that many people can

see at any one time. 

A setback for the printed advert is that it is only seen by people who buy

magazines so it isn’t seen as much as the TV advert, which in the long run
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could reduce the number of sales. Another difference between the adverts

would have to be that the print advert is quite an old advert so wouldn’t be

as easily recognised as the TV advert which again could reduce the number

of sales because people tend to trust and believe something familiar as it is

often said the people are ‘ scared’ of something different or unfamiliar. 

However, the print advert does have so good qualities to it. For example, it

uses AIDA (Awareness, Interest, Desire and Action). https://encrypted-tbn3.

gstatic.  com/images?  q=  tbn:

ANd9GcQ9W0SsS7vIHMYuyzrwERGgrFHkyUWNiXDmRbI0H4SZFqq18auS  The

awareness  aspect  of  AIDA means that  it  attracts  attention  to  a potential

customer and it does that by the bright 
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